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                                                                     ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

In modern industrialized society, a supply of electric energy is expected to be reliable 

and continuous since a high availability of secure power system is essential for it‟s progress. 

A secure power system is expected to be free from risk or danger and to have the ability to 

withstand without exception to any one of the pre-selected list of credible contingencies. The 

last decade has seen a considerable increase in commodity computer and network 

performance, mainly as a result of faster hardware and more sophisticated software. 

Nevertheless, there are still problems, in the fields of science, engineering and business, 

which cannot be dealt effectively with the current generation of supercomputers. In fact, due 

to their size and complexity, these problems are often numerically and/or data intensive and 

require a variety of heterogeneous resources that are not available from a single machine. 

Various experimental studies are conducted on the cooperative use of geographically 

distributed resources conceived as a single powerful computer. This new approach is known 

as grid computing.  The objective of this research is to investigate the security level of power 

system using grid computing. The research covers security assessments that focus on the 

contingency analysis and (N-1) criterion by using software InterPss. The contingency in this 

study are considered on line outage and generator outage. The test model that use in this 

analysis are IEEE-5 and IEEE 14 bus test systems. The discussions on the voltage and power 

flow are given for selected result in order to evaluate that test system secure or not secure 

base on the voltage limit and line limit. If the system over the limit so the system consider are 

not secure.  

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

 

 Di dalam zaman industri moden seperti sekarang, bekalan tenaga elektrik yang 

konsisten dan berterusan adalah amat penting bagi menjamin kemajuan industri tersebut. 

Sistem bekalan kuasa yang selamat haruslah bebas daripada risiko atau bahaya dan 

seharusnya mempunyai kekuatan atau keupayaan bagi menangani mana-mana kebarangkalian 

yang bakal berlaku. Pada dekad ini kita dapat menyaksikan peningkatan di dalam komoditi 

komputer dan prestasi rangkaian, terutama disebabkan oleh perkakasan dan perisian yang 

lebih canggih. Walaubagaimanapun, masih banyak terdapat masalah yang tidak dapat 

ditangani secara berkesan dengan menggunakan super computer ini seperti di dalam bidang 

sains, kejuruteraan dan perniagaan. Malah, disebabkan oleh saiz dan sistem yang kompleks, 

banyak masalah yang berpunca dari angka atau data intensif memerlukan kepelbagaian 

sumber yang tidak dapat diperolehi dari sejenis mesin sahaja. Pelbagai kajian telapun 

dijalankan dengan menggunakan sumber-sumber yang boleh didapati di dalam sebuah 

computer canggih. Pendekatan terbaru ini dipanggil sebagai Grid Pengkomputeran. Objektif 

bagi kajian ini meliputi penilaian keselamatan yang memberi tumpuan kepada analisis luar 

jangka dan (N-1) kriteria dengan menggunakan perisian InterPss. Kebarangkalian di dalam 

kajian ini hanya mengambil kira untuk gangguan talian dan gangguan penjana kuasa. Model 

ujian yang digunakan dalam kajian ini adalah sistem IEEE-5 dan IEEE-14. Perbincangan 

mengenai aliran voltan dan kuasa bagi data keputusan yang dipilih akan dijalankan bagi 

mengenalpasti sistem ujian tersebut adalah selamat atau sebaliknya dengan berdasarkan had 

voltan dan had talian. Bila sistem tersebut melebihi daripada had yang dibenarkan, maka 

dapat disimpulkan bahawa sistem tersebut adalah tidak selamat atau tidak stabil.  
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                                                                  INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

 

  New request is put forward to dispatchers in power system with development of large 

scale of power system. Dealing with distributed data and information in wide-area system 

became necessity [1]. Grid Computing, as a new way of resource sharing, which applies to 

solve dynamic, distributed, heterogeneous problem, is an effective tool to establish 

dispatching management system of interconnected power network. It is useful for dispatching 

centre to supervise and manage power system by combining grid Computing with dispatching 

automation system [2]. 

 

Grid Computing is a new distributed computing technology. It is built on the Internet, 

LAN and connected high performance computers, large scale database, sensors, remote 

equipments altogether to realize resource sharing, eliminate information isolated island and 

get cooperation. Grid Computing makes up for the deficiency of the past distributed 

computing technology for its dynamics, expandability, security and so on. It satisfies the 

requirement of dynamic security assessment system [3]. 



 

 
 

1.2 Characteristics of Grid Computing 

 

 

Grids computing enables the sharing, selection, and aggregation of a wide variety of 

resources including supercomputers, storage systems, data sources, and specialized devices 

that are geographically distributed and owned by different organizations for solving large-

scale computational and data intensive problems in science, engineering, and commerce. 

Thus creating virtual organizations and enterprises as envisioned in as a temporary alliance of 

enterprises or organizations that come together to share resources and skills, core 

competencies, or resources in order to better respond to business opportunities or large-scale 

application processing requirements, and whose cooperation is supported by computer 

networks. It gives more features that includes: 

 

 

I. Distribution: gird technology is capable of high speed distributed computing 

II. Hierarchy: classifies sharing resource according to computing and communication 

requirements 

III. Expandability: compatible with new components and resources connecting 

IV. Security: providing friendly, safe interface for customer services. 

 

 

 

1.3 Structure Of Grid Computing 

 

 

Among the structures of grid Computing at present, OGSA (Open Grid Services 

Architecture) is one of the most widely used structures. OGSA takes services as centre, 

makes all resources shown as the form of services. Dynamic security assessment system is 

divided into several function layers, services of higher layer utilizes combination of services 



 

 
 

of lower layer to realize its own function. The structure of grid Computing in power system is 

proposed based on OGSA, shown in Fig1 [4]. 

 

 

Access Interface layer 

 

Function Application layer 

 

Basic Service layer 

 

OGSA Platform layer 

 

System Resource layer 

 

Figure1.1: Structure of Gird Computing in Power System 

 

 

1.3.1 System Resource Layer 

 

 

System resource layer is consisted of hardware resources and software resources. 

Hardware resources are mainly communication devices, measurement equipments, control 

equipments etc, which connects dispatching centre, substations and power plants. Software 

resources are mainly the software on operation in power system, such as interPss and grid 

gain. 



 

 
 

1.3.2 OGSA Platform Layer 

 

 

OGSA is the base of the upper layer in order to make system resource layer displayed 

logically. 

 

 

1.3.3 Basic Service Layer 

 

 

Basic service layer utilize services provided by OGSA platform layer to pack 

computing resources, data resources, information resources, and form fundamental services, 

such as computing, data measurement, task dispatching, resources management etc. 

 

 

1.3.4 Function Application Layer 

 

 

Function application layer visits resources in power system by calling and combining 

services from each layer. It can accomplish the function itself, or form higher level 

application by some combination, such as modeling, status estimation, topology analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

1.3.5 Access Interface Layer 

 

 

Access interface layer provides interface for services, establishes unified 

identification and authorization methods in order to make users visit distributed resources in 

power system conveniently and easily [5]. 

 

 

 

 

1.4 Brief introduction of dynamic security assessment methods 

 

  

Dynamic security assessment can be divided into static security analysis and transient 

security analysis. Static security analysis means to estimate over-load or voltage over limit 

under fault anticipation. Transient security analysis means to estimate system stability [6]. At 

present, method of calculating load flow and node voltage in dynamic security assessment 

was mainly Newton-Raphson method. The principle of Newton-Raphson method was 

substituting solving corresponding linear formation repeatedly for solving nonlinear 

formation. The method of estimating transient stability was mainly BCU rules. The principle 

of BCU rules was estimating transient stability by comparing critical stability energy with 

transient energy after fault [7]. When preventive control was needed, according to analysis of 

the electric quantities acquired in substations, the measures taken at present were making 

automation devices act, such as cutting generators, load shedding, reserve power source 

automatic connection, under frequency load shedding to ensure stability of power system. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

1.5  Dynamic security assessment system based on Grid Computing 

 

1.5.1 Deficiency Of Dynamic Assessment Method At Present 

 

 

The fault early warning measures were local control made by automation devices in 

each substation at present. However, in dispatching centre, the fault early warning measures 

were pre-emergency plans by off-line calculation aimed at some typical operation mode. 

Thus, it came into decentralized control between dispatching centre and substations under 

present situation. In order to achieve real-time, comprehensive fault early warning in 

dispatching centre, it is necessary to making integrated modeling and simulation of the whole 

power system. Meanwhile, a real-time computing tool, which is capable of dealing with huge 

amount data and high speed response, is necessary as well [8]. 

 

 

 

 

1.5.2 Application of Grid Computing in Dynamic Security Assessment  

 

 

In fact, integrated simulation of wide-area power system is a typical grid Computing 

issue. It has characteristic of data resources distributed widely, huge calculation amount, high 

demands for calculation ability. In whole process, the result is integrated and complete 

because of no simplification and equivalence. What‟s more, with the application of 

distributed high speed computers, it can satisfy the requirement of dealing with massive data 

[9].  

 



 

 
 

Dynamic security assessment system based on grid Computing includes following 

contents: System voltage early warning: real-time estimate power system status (in safe status 

or alarm status), supervise node voltage under limit, make reactive power distribution 

reasonably, forecast system voltage collapse margin, determine system voltage weak point, 

analyze voltage variation when excitation control or reactive compensation equipments act to 

prevent system voltage collapse accident. System power angle and flow early warning, real-

time supervise system flow, analyze system flow rationality in normal condition and 

disturbance condition, estimate power angle stability, forecast system flow data when 

generator power variation, network structure change, load transfer, load shedding to prevent 

system power angle instability and oscillation accident. 

  

System frequency early warning: real-time supervise system frequency, analyze the 

impact on system frequency when generator active power variation, generator start and stop, 

network structure change to maintain the tie lines power within target value and prevent 

system frequency collapse accident.  

 

System equipments fault early warning: real-time supervise system equipments in 

operation, compute and analyze the impact on system equipments in normal condition or in 

N-1 condition when network structure change, generator power variation, system flow 

variation to prevent dynamic stability and thermal stability accident. The application flow of 

dynamic security assessment system based on grid technology is shown in Fig1.2. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Figure1.2: application flow of dynamic security assessment system based on grid   

computing 

 

Step 1-2: Users (dispatchers) login dynamic security assessment system through 

unified interface, input users name and passwords for certification to get access and ensure 

system safety. 

 

Step 3-4: After login system, users propose their specific service requests such as 

system voltage early warning, frequency early warning etc. 

 

Step 4-5: After receiving the requests, dynamic security assessment system makes 

algorithm analysis automatically, then divides main task into some subtasks that can be 



 

 
 

carried through synchronously such as topology analysis, power flow calculation, voltage 

stability estimation. 

 

Step 5-6: Each subtask searches grid distributed super computers, proposes requests 

for calculation data according its own task. 

 

Step 6-7: system provides  real-time data for subtasks and super computers according 

to different requests. 

 

Step 7-8: After finishing calculating data, results are fed back to users through 

friendly interface. 

 

From mentioned above, it can be seen that: dynamic security assessment system based 

on Grid Computing with OGSA structure makes preliminary decomposition of main task and 

maps it into basic service. Data, parameters are inquired and acquired from physical resource 

in power system according to different requests. After task finished, results are fed back to 

users through friendly interface. Thus, a real-time dynamic assessment service has been 

provided for users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

1.6 Objectives 

 

 

The main objective of this project is: 

 

I. To develop steady state security assessment of power system using Grid  Computing. 

 

II. On the basis of different loads, the effect of N-1 contingency will be observed for 

power system security purpose. All this will involve the use of Grid Computing 

simulation tool of internet power system simulation interPss. 

 

III. To analyze the security level of power system. 

 

 

 

 

1.7 Scopes Of Project 

 

 

The scope and limitation of the study are as follow: 

 

I. Exploiting underutilized resources. 

II. Parallel CPU capacity. 

III. Virtual resources and organizations for collaboration. 

IV. Access to additional resources. 

V. Resource balancing. 

VI. Reliability. 

 



 

 
 

1.8 Problem Statement 

 

 

I. As electric power systems are operated closer to their security limits, modern energy 

management systems require faster tools for power system security assessment and 

enhancement.  

 

II. These days the power system operation and control involves large data-intensive, 

time-intensive applications. Therefore it requires a better solution by using new 

technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.9 Organization 

 

  

  This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter explains the significant of 

the study, followed by Chapter II, will discuss the literature review of the power system 

security. In the Chapter III will covers on the security analysis using grid computing and all 

elements that use in this analysis. Result and discussion for the entire project will be placed in 

Chapter IV that analyzes and discussed all the result data get from the analysis. The last 

chapter provides the conclusion of the study and suggestion for the future work. The 

references part will shows the list of book or journal that use as reference for this work. In the 

appendix shows the data of the test system, how to design the one the test system and also 

shows the result of the analysis. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

                                                              CHAPTER  2 

 

 

 

 

 

  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

 

2.1   Introduction  

 

 

The analysis performed to determine if a power system is „reasonably‟ safe from 

serious interference in its operations and the extend to which it is so is termed Security 

Assessment [10]. Therefore, security assessment involves the evaluation of available data to 

estimate the relative robustness (security level) of the system in its present state or some near-

term future state. The types of data available and the underlying formulation of the security 

problem adopted are the function of the form such assessment takes. 

 

  We may distinguish two alternative approaches the security assessment problem. 

These includes: quantitative and qualitative assessment. The quantitative approach is divided 

into two groups: the indirect and direct approaches. Likewise, the quantitative approach is 

two groups: the expert system and AI. An indirect method of security assessment can be 

formulated by defining a set of system "security" variables that should be maintained with 

predefined limits to provide adequate reserve margins. Calculating the probability that the 

power system state will move from the normal operation state to the emergency state, 



 

 
 

conditioned on its current state, projected load variations, and ambient conditions is a 

requirement of the direct security assessment. 

 

However, expert system techniques are more than a programming style. They are 

usually associated with the software engineering concept intelligent computing environment. 

Data and rules are formatted on a symbolic level in a pseudo-natural language. Artificial 

intelligent always refer to the neural network and fuzzy logic application in a power system 

security that always exploit human knowledge and logic formulated explicitly as rules in 

order to predict the effect of potential outages. 

 

 

 

 

2.2    Quantitative Approach   

 

  

 2.2.1  Indirect Method  

 

  

  The indirect method always refers to the optimal power flow equation in power 

system. The basic load flow equations in polar coordinate form are as follows:  
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Where Pi  and Qi  are the bus real and reactive power injection at Bus i; Vi and  and  

δij are the magnitude and angle of the voltage at Bus i; δij= δi  -  δj = Gij;  and Bij   are the  

real and imaginary part of the element of the bus admittance  matrix; n is the number  of 

system bus.   

  

The successive linearization method is used to solve the load flow equation. This is 

the Newton Raphson model a well-known AC load flow. The following matrix equation are 

derived  from the linearization of Equations (2.1) and (2.2):  

                             

 

The Jacobian coefficient matrix is a (n+m-1) -dimensional square matrix.  Where n 

and m are the number of all buses and load buses, respectively; ∆V/V implies that its element 

is ∆Vi/Vi. 

 

The branch resistances is normally smaller than the branch reactances and  angle 

differences between the two buses are very small in power systems. A strong  dominance of 

diagonal matrix block results from this. This means the values of  matrix block H and  L are 

much larger than those of  N and  J. by assuming N=0 and J=0, the  equation can be decouple. 

And it is called Fast decoupled model. Considering   |Gij sin δij|<<|  Bij cos δij | and |Qij |<<| 

BiiVi| , the decouple equation can be further simplified to 
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Where ∆P/V and ∆Q/V are vectors whose elements are ∆Pi/Vi and ∆Qi/Vi, respectively; [V 

∆ δ]  is a vector whose elements are Vi ∆ δi. 



 

 
 

The bus voltages angles are related to the real power by the DC load flow equations. 

We can rapidly calculate the DC load flow based models and the optimal power flow type. 

The DC load flow is based on the following four assumptions: The branch resistances are 

much smaller than the branch reactance and the branch susceptances can be approximated by 

bij = -1/xij. The voltage angle differences between two buses of a line are small and therefore 

sin δij ≈ δi- δj and δij ≈ 1. The susceptances between the buses and ground   can be neglected 

and all voltage magnitude is assumed to be 1.0 p.u. Based on the assumptions, the real line 

flow in bus power injection is: 
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                                     (2.5) 

 

A full application of AC load flow to static security analysis is described in [12-15].  

For Alves and Monticelli .V.1998 & Ozdemir, A., Jae Yun Lim., Singh, C. V. 2002 are 

proposed a pipeline approach and excellent result has been obtained particularly regarding the 

way efficiency varies with number of processors. Hang Liu; Bose, A., Venkata Subramanian, 

V. (1999) presented a fast method for the voltage security assessment in their paper [13]. The 

methodology was focused on the relationship between a node voltage and the availability of 

the reactive power in the local neighborhood by taking advantages of the power flow 

solution.  

 

A security assessment approach for operations with accurate boundary visualizations 

which can be considered as a corrector of the linearzed feed forward calculations was 

presented by McCalley, J.D., Wang, S., Zhao, Q.-L., Zhou, G.-Z., Treinen, R.T.  Papalexo 

Poulos, A.D. (1997) [14]. The Newton-Raphson iteration or its derivatives are the basis for 

all the proposed methods. Due to time constraint, a desktop computer has to be used to solve 

systems of thousands of buses within a few seconds. Sometimes there are difficulties in 

solving the power flow equations for unusual or highly stressed operating conditions resulting 

in either slow, or no, convergence to a solution. The successful implementation of DC load in 

providing values „near‟ the „correct‟ ones was discussed in the literature [16]. The new line 

flow model and D.C. model are large signal‟ models and the new model affords greater 



 

 
 

potential since it provides voltage levels also. The comparison to the „small signal‟ models of 

Newton Raphson and the fast decoupled methods is not fully justifiable, but these models 

give values very close to „correct‟ ones after the first iteration. The fact that the voltage and 

reactive power considerations are very important requirements in static security analysis and 

that DC load flow is not an acceptable approach is clearly appreciated. But the DC load flow 

is always combined with other methods in the literature [17]with the fully utilized 

performance index method to evaluate security level. 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2  Direct Method   

 

  

 In reliability evaluations, many probability applications assume that outages occur as 

a fixed independent event. This may not always be true. It is very possible, however, that 

outages can result in system failure in a conditional sense. And this can happen in parallel 

facilities that are not completely redundant. Failure at a bus due to outages is contingent upon 

the load exceeding the defined carrying capability of the remaining facilities if the load can 

be considered as a random variable and described by a probability distribution.  

 

  If the occurrence of an event A is dependent upon a number of events Bi which are     

mutually exclusive, then 
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 If the occurrence of A is dependent upon only two mutually exclusive events for 

component B, success and failure, designated Bs and Bf respectively, then, 

 

 P (system failure) = P (system failure │B is good) P (Bs)  

                                 + P (system failure │B is bad) P (Bf)              (2.7)  

  

The probability of failure at bus K in a network can be expressed as follows when this 

approach is applied to a simple radial configuration,  

 

    
j

jPgjPjPPgjBjPQk )11)((                                                        (2.8) 

Where,    

Bj= outages condition in the transmission network (including zero outages)  

Pgj= probability of the generating capacity outages exceeding the reserve capacity  

Pij= probability of load at bus K exceeding the maximum load that can be supplied at         

the bus without failure   

The estimate of the expected frequency of failure FK at bus K is given by the 

following equation if the generating unit outages and load variations are considered in terms 

of probability only and in terms of frequency of occurrence:  

  

    
j

jPgjPjPPgjBjFFk )11)((                                                        (2.9) 

 

Where  

           F(Bj) is the frequency of the occurrence of the outage Bj. Equations (2.8) and (2.9) 

considered the facility as a single entity. This may be acceptable in a radial configuration but 



 

 
 

may not be in cases where the generation is dispersed throughout the system. A more general 

set equation (2.8) can be obtained   from equation (2.6). 
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 In this case, the generation outages are treated individually, as the transmission 

outage events, and the generation schedule and resulting load flow are modified accordingly. 

The fact that equation (2.11) does not include a frequency component due to load model 

transitions should however be noticed. This could be added, but we would need to assume 

that all system loads move simultaneously from high to low load levels. Equation (2.9) and 

(2.11) also include possible frequency component due to transitions between states of which 

represent a failure condition.  Sauer, P.W., Reinhard, K.E., Overbye, T.J. (2001). & Baldick, 

R. (2003) suggests that some extended factors should be included in their probabilistic 

approach [18-19]. They also discussed the power transfer distribution factor, the line outage 

distribution factor, the line closure distributed factor, the line outages angle factor, the line 

outages generation factor and the line closure generation factor.  

 

  Some researchers [20-22] used the distribution factor in their work for the evaluation 

of the contingency analysis. Yung-Chung Chang (1994) [20] has proposed a method that 

utilizes the network sensitivity factor which was established from the DC load flow solutions 

and line outages distribution factor are formulated using changes in network generations to  

simulate the outages. Kwang-Myoung Son [21] also presented an algorithm for a parallel 

solution using a price-based mechanism that modeled each region as an economic unit by 

using the line outage distribution factor. No iterative method for ranking line outages 

contingencies based on load flow Jacobin matrix to calculate line distribution factor to 

determine security level in a power system was proposed Bijwe, P.R in 1991 [22]. However, 

these techniques are not very useful for reducing the computational burden in security-

constrained optimization problems.  



 

 
 

  

    A method for static security analysis based on a coordinated combination of 

performance index methods, sub network solutions, compensation methods and sparse vector 

methods that was capable of handling PV/PQ  bus type conversion and islanding condition 

caused by any contingencies was described by Meliopoulos, A.P.S., Cheng, C.S., Feng Xia. 

(1994)[23]. Kim [24] has proposed a new probabilistic method by combining the Monte 

Carlo simulation and self organizing map (SOM), which learns to recognize groups of similar 

input vectors in such a way that neurons (physically near each other in the neuron layer) 

respond to similar input vectors and can reduce sampling data for reliability security index 

when using classified data. Several indices for contingency screening in security assessment, 

which are based on the concept of coherency, transient energy conversion between kinetic 

energy and potential energy and three dot products of system variables, were proposed by 

Bose [25]. 

 

        The miss-ranking of contingencies which cause system violation is of the one difficulty 

with the performance of probabilistic index methods, when applied to the branch overload. 

The probabilistic method causes this miss-ranking, the ranking of the severe contingencies 

below non-severe contingencies. Because of the summation, popular PI method [20-25], 

which is the sum of the branch flows normalized by their rating, has in many occasions been 

miss-ranked. Therefore, the net summation over all lines of study will not be representative of 

the severity of the outages if the number of contingencies increased. This phenomenon, called 

“masking” can be a significant problem.  Therefore, it has been indicated, through result from 

the implementation of the PI method in [20-25], that for severe contingencies, contingencies 

are “masked” and not studied in detail.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

2.3  The Qualitative Approach   

 

 

 2.3.1  Expert System  

 

 

  Expert system techniques for security assessment utilize human knowledge explicitly 

formulated as rules to predict the effects of potential outages and to provide decision aids to 

the operator [24-25]. Expert systems embody different aspects. They can be described as 

programming techniques, a software environment or a qualitative power system model. 

 

It is a generally observed trend in computer science that increasing in the level of 

abstraction, algorithmic processing is replaced by static data structures and corresponding 

inference mechanisms. This is usually called data-driven processing.  In the early days of the 

digital computers, program code and program data were inseparable. They were written first 

in binary code and then in machine language. With the introduction of data types, fixed point, 

floating point etc, the difficult conversion of the real numbers to binaries and vise versa was 

automatically carried out by implemented macros. Regrouping of instruction into functions 

facilitated program maintenance and transparency. Address-independent storage and access 

of the related data were made possible by the introduction of array, record and pointer. The 

transformation of if-then –else instructions from an algorithmic process into a data-driven 

process, which is often implemented as a search of decision tree, was facilitated by object 

oriented perspective, rule based techniques.  

  Expert system techniques are, however, more than a programming style. They are 

usually associated with software engineering concepts of intelligent computing environments. 

Data and riles are formulated on a symbolic level in a pseudo-natural language. In the ideal 

case, the “reasoning process”, that is the formulation of the goal and the subsequent 

application of rules, is transparent to the user. Heuristic reasoning (inspired by rules of 

thumb) is implemented in order to limit the number of branches of the decision tree to be 



 

 
 

exploited during the search process. Expert system techniques are often discussed in the 

context of an intelligent user friendly human machine interface, where not real data and 

power system maps but also abstract reasoning concept like rules and decision trees are 

displayed graphically due to the nature of this approach [23].   

 

  Up to now, humans almost entirely performed the task of taking decisions at operating 

level. Decision systems are intended to identify a specific failure or problem in an online 

environment of an electric utility. Different methods are chosen to evaluate the severity and 

to propose adequate solutions according to the types of problem. The simulation technique 

tests the degree and effects of failure. This concept of an „intelligent operator assistant‟ which 

manages several expert systems and conventional program is studied in the literature [25]. 

The assistance is executed in the distributed environment. The programs (called agents) 

communicate through a „blackboard‟, a common database. The prototype consists of an 

intelligent event simulator and diagnostic expert system. However the concept foresees the 

integration of other power system solving tool.   

 

 

2.4 Parallel distribution & Reliability in Grid Computing 

 

 

The[26] proposes an improved conceptual model based on the master-worker 

paradigm, which makes contributions in several directions pull vs. push work units, 

pipelining of work-units, more work-units sent at a time, adaptive number of workers, 

adaptive time-out interval for work-units, and multithreading.  

 

In [27] the author aims to present the state-of-the-art of Grid computing and attempts 

to survey the major international efforts in developing this emerging technology. The [28] 

publishers provide the history and philosophy of the Condor project and describe how it has 

interacted with other projects and evolved along with the field of distributed computing The 



 

 
 

study in [29] provides the surveys work on grid reliability that has been done in recent years 

and reviews progress made toward achieving these goals. The survey identifies important 

issues and problems that researchers are working to overcome in order to develop reliability 

methods for large-scale, heterogeneous, dynamic environments. The survey also illuminates 

reliability issues relating to standard specifications used in grid systems, identifying existing 

specifications that may need to be evolved and areas where new specifications are needed to 

better support the reliability. Also in [30] the development of a  distributed model using grid 

environment through which on-line monitoring of multi-area power systems can be carried 

out continuously. The authors in [31] explain the perform a comparison of different  artificial 

intelligence techniques that can be used  to implement a lightweight  monitoring and 

detection system for parallel applications  on a cluster of Linux workstations 

       

                           Figure2.1: Architecture used to monitor function calls 

 

 

In [32] an architecture that integrates a network of remotely controlled units 

distributed in the most critical sections of the electrical network for fields data acquisition and 

safety check violations, a distributed solution engine for the online analysis of the system 



 

 
 

security, and a Web-based interface for graphical synoptic and reporting development has 

been explained. 

 

Later in [33] the design, implementation and evaluation of a framework that uses Java 

Spaces to support this type of opportunistic adaptive parallel/distributed computing over 

networked clusters in a non-intrusive manner is presented 

        

                  Figure2.2: Master-worker parallel computing using Java Spaces 

 

 

The development a generalized distributed model for carrying out power system 

stability analysis is further demonstrated in [34]. The more flexible and loosely coupled JAX-

RPC model has been developed for representing transient stability analysis in large 

interconnected power systems.  

Also [35] gives the introduction  about the  fundamentals  and applications  of  Grid  

computing  in  order  to  provide more  open  access  and  more  efficient  &  effective 



 

 
 

computing services to meet the increasing needs of the power  industry,  especially  in  the  

context  of  a competitive  electricity  market. 

 

           

                                 Figure2.3:Working of Computing Grid 

 

 

The [36] provides more information about distributed computing as it is a science area 

which solves a large problem by giving small parts/chunks of the problem to many computers 

for calculation purposes. Those tasks run simultaneously on two or more computers that are 

communicating with each other over a network. The environments of the computing nodes 

not have to be the same. One computer can run on a Microsoft Windows Operating System, 

the other on a Linux OS. ´So the computing nodes could also have different file systems and 

different hardware components  

 

The [37] shows the recent distributed computing projects such as searching for Steve 

Fossett have shown that the use of hundreds of thousands of computers all over the world 

connected via the Internet is not impossible. Another example of distributed computing is 

BONIC. Also in [38] a framework in which large problems can be divided into many small 

problems which are distributed to many computers is described. Later, the small results are 

reassembled into a larger solution. There are numerous technologies and standards used to 

construct distributed computations, including some which are specially designed and 



 

 
 

optimized for that purpose, such as Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) or Remote Method 

Invocation. 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Summary 

 

 

Various method have been introduced to analyze the power system security from past 

to present. Advancement in technologies has brought many opportunities for system operator 

by inventing high speed measurement devices but besides that today power systems are 

growing more complex because of widely extended networks. Different calculating methods 

have been adopted in power systems that includes indirect and direct method have been 

explained. Parallel computing is a new concept in power systems that can help in reducing 

the complexity of existing systems, a brought detail also has been provided. Integration of 

different systems to work parallel is a broad approach for solving these complexities. 

Architecture of grid computing and its working environment is also covered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

                                                              CHAPTER  3 

 

 

 

 

                                                          METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

 

Most power system analysis software available today was designed for one CPU, 

either on a desk computer or a server in control (data) center. There are major advances in 

computer hardware architecture that provides a scalable virtual hardware environment with a 

set of networked computer computers. Each machine might have multiple multi-core CPUs. 

 

The goal of InterPSS grid computing solution is to provide a foundation for creating 

computational grids to perform computation-intensive power system simulation in parallel 

using conventional, inexpensive computers in a local area network (LAN) with minimum 

administration overhead. We will provide sample and reference implementations for solving 

typical computation-intensive power system simulation problems, such as contingency 

analysis, security assessment, transfer capacity analysis. Also, documentation is provided to 

guide interested third party to use InterPSS grid computing as a base for more advanced 

and/or specific grid computing implementations. 



 

 
 

3.2 Grid Computing Concept  

 

 

Grid computing was started at beginning to share unused CUP power over the 

Internet. However, the concept has been expanded recently to include high performance 

distributed parallel computing using a set of connected computers. Our goal is to create a 

software system to perform complex power system simulation in a distributed and parallel 

way. Our targeted environment is a network of servers in a LAN (Local Area Network). 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Split/Aggregate (Map/Reduce) 

 

  

The trademark of computational grids is ability to split process into a set of sub-

processes, execute them in parallel, and aggregate sub-results into the one final result. Please 

note that split can and often does occur recursively. Split and aggregate design allows to 

parallelize the process of task execution gaining performance and/or scalability. For example, 

with simple and inexpensive 10-nodes grid you can achieve "an order of magnitude" 

performance increase for your applications, assuming your application is computation 

intensive and could be split into independent sub-processes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3.4 InterPss Simulator 

 

 

It is a development software aimed to develop an Internet technology based software 

package for design, analysis, and simulation of power systems. The simulator  is based on the 

latest Internet technology, including Java, Xml, the Eclipse platform and other open-source 

software systems. Its open and loosely coupled system architecture will allow components 

developed by others to be easily plugged into InterPSS system to augment its functionality, 

and equally important, allow its components to be integrated into other systems to provide 

certain power system simulation functionality or services. InterPSS currently has already 

implemented AC load flow, DC load flow, short circuit, transient stability, distribution  

system analysis and DC power supply system analysis, and will include relay 

coordination, harmonics, dynamic (small signal) stability, reliability, and many other power 

system design, analysis, and simulation modules in the future. InterPSS grid computing 

solution provides a foundation for creating computational grids to perform computationally-

intensive power system simulation using conventional, inexpensive computers in a local area 

network (LAN) with minimum administration overhead 

                               Figure3.1:Interpss system Architecture 

 



 

 
 

3.5 InterPss Power System Simulation Framework  

 

 

InterPSS foundation is a power system simulation framework, which consists of a 

power system simulation object model and a set of interfaces with which the outside world 

can interact with InterPSS core simulation engine. The framework is designed in a loosely 

coupled way that the core simulation engine could be easily extended or integrated into other 

systems as a standalone component.  

 

Traditionally, a power system simulation program has a fixed input data format, while 

InterPSS does not have a fixed input data format. Instead, InterPSS provides a set of plug-in, 

we call them input File Adapters, for inputting data in particular format into InterPSS. It is 

quite easy and straightforward to develop your own custom file adapter to load your data in 

your own format into InterPSS.  

 

 

 

 

3.6 InterPss Grid Computing Solution  

 

 

InterPSS grid computing solution, in a nutshell, features the following: 

I. InterPSS core simulation engine, implemented in Java, could be automatically 

distributed over the network and installed/deployed to any remote gird node with 

minimum administration overhead.  

II. InterPSS simulation object, a full object-oriented power system simulation model, 

could be serialized to an XML document and distributed over the network to the 



 

 
 

remote grid node. Then the XML document could be de-serialized at the remote grid 

node into the original object model and becomes ready for power system simulation.  

III. InterPSS has an open architecture, which allows any interested party to implement 

their own grid computing algorithm on top of InterPSS grid computing foundation to 

offer customized solution.  

 

With the Grid Computing approach, the computation speed limitation constraint has been 

relaxed greatly. This allows us to re-think and re-design analysis algorithms used in the on-

line real-time power system simulation. 

 

 

 

 

3.7.1 Gridgain  

 

 

GridGain is an open-source project, providing a platform for implementing 

computational grid. Its goal is to improve general performance of processing intensive 

applications by splitting and parallelizing the workload. GridGain is commonly used to 

achieve better overall throughput, better scalability or availability of services. It is a JVM-

based application middleware that enables companies to easily build highly scalable  real-

time compute and data intensive distributed applications that work on any managed 

infrastructure - from a small local cluster, to private grid, to large private, public and hybrid 

clouds. To achieve this capability GridGain developed the only middleware in the world that 

integrates two fundamental technologies into one cohesive product: 

I. Computational Grid 

II. In-Memory Data Grid 

These two technologies are axiomatic for any real-time distributed application as they 

provides the means for co-located parallelization of processing and data access  the 



 

 
 

cornerstone capability for enabling flat linear scalability under extreme high loads. Having 

these two technologies for the first time fully integrated into one product eliminates the 

integration cost as well as dramatically reduces the learning curve of different APIs, different 

configurations, different management and monitoring solutions.  GridGain also provides 

many general features that make development of distributed applications easier and 

productive such as zero provisioning and zero deployment model, support for AOP and 

functional programming, streaming Map Reduce processing, and integration with wide 

variety of 3rd party projects. 

 

 

 

 

3.7.2 Setup InterPSS Grid Computing Environment 

 

 

InterPSS grid computing solution currently is based on the Gridgain platform. 

However, the relationship between InterPSS and Gridgain is loosely coupled, which allows 

us relative easily to move InterPSS grid computing solution to other grid computing platform 

in the future. 



 

 
 

 

                                         Figure3.2: InterPss real working environment 

 

You can easily set up InterPSS grid computing solution where there are network-

connected servers or PC/laptops, as shown in the above diagram. All computers, participating 

in the grid computing, should be located in the same sub network. Different operating 

systems, such as Windows, Linux, McOS, could be used, as far as there is a Java Runtime 

(Java 6.0) installed on each machine.  

The simulation process for this study has been done into following steps: 

I. Installation of Java jdk version 1.6 or more 

II. Installation of InterPss simulator version 1.4 

III. Installation of gridgain middleware software version 1.6.1 

IV. Proper settings to integrate these software to build grid computing environment 

V. Build parallel distribution environment by creating a Local Area Network by 

connecting two or more computers together. 

 

 



 

 
 

3.7.3 Flow chart of project 

 

 

From the above information regarding gird computing environment 

by integration of three software; InterPss, Gridgain and Java as shown in 

figure(3.2), a step by step algorithm can be written as:  

 

                                             Figure3.3:flow chart of the methodology 

 

 

 



 

 
 

3.7.4 SUMMARY  

 

 

 In this chapter the methodology of project simulation was described. Integration of 

different software that build together to create the environment of grid computing was 

explained step-by-step. InterPss provides the capability of grid computing, but its not a solely 

working platform but it need gridgain and Java features. Detail information about these 

software was also included. All the steps were drawn that are required to make a complete 

grid computing environment. Finally a step-by-step flow chart algorithm of simulation was 

presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

                                                     CHAPTER 4 

 

 

 

 

                                            SIMULATION RESULTS  

 

 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

 

This chapter will discuss on the result for IEEE-5 bus and IEEE-14 bus test case 

systems simulation. The contingency analysis is successfully conducted by using the interPss 

grid computing environment which is successfully build by integration of gridgain and Java, 

to determine the line or bus thus over their limits if contingency occur. The simulation result 

from InterPss is easy to analyze because all the contingency result can be obtain from the 

analysis report. 

Simulation results were achieved by establishing steps as mentioned in previous 

chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.2 TEST RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

4.2.1 Case-1:   Ieee-5 Bus Test System 

 

 

 IEEE5 bus system contains System contains 2 generators  at Bus4 and Bus5 while 

Bus5 is the slack Bus of the system. Branch and Generator data for this case is given in the 

appendix. A block diagram of this case is shown below. 

 

 

                 Figure 4.1: IEEE5 Bus test case system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.2.1.A  LOAD FLOW USING REMOTE NODE 

  

 

Remote node refers to any computer that connected into the grid computing 

environment along with Master node with contains the Interpss simulator, while remote node 

consists of gridgain and Java only .As interPss has a build-in load flow models such as Dc 

Load Flow analysis,  Ac Load Flow Analysis and Custom Load Flow. For this case firstly 

AC load flow model is chosen to examine the bus voltage and power flows in each line. 

Hence following results were achieved. 

 

 

          Figure 4.2 Load flow summary for IEEE5 bus system by remote node 

 

Load flow analysis is the most important and essential approach to investigating 

problems in power system operating and planning. Based on a specified generating state and 

transmission network structure, load flow analysis solves the steady operation state with node 



 

 
 

voltages and branch power flow in the power system. Load flow analysis can provide a 

balanced steady operation state of the power system, without considering system transient 

processes. Hence, the mathematic model of load flow problem is a nonlinear algebraic 

equation system without differential equations. Variety of methods has been used in load 

flow calculation. The development of these methods is mainly led by the basic requirements 

of load flow calculation, which can be summed up as: 

 

I. The convergence properties 

II. The computing efficiency and memory requirements 

III. The convenience and flexibility of the implementation 

 

Here in grid computing calculations the actual result summary is accumulated back at 

Master node once the remote node finishes its job. During simulation process remote node 

operation can be monitored through gridgain analyzer. Such results are shown below: 



 

 
 

 

Figure4.3 Analysis of remote node process  

 

 

Since we know that the AC load flow model is an iterative process method until it 

gets its convergence or operating limit value of tolerance. From the result it can be seen that 

remote node achieved its job after 4 iterations with a convergence value of 0.0001. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.2..1B  Contingency Analysis Using Remote Node 

 

 

A contingency case is a power flow case with one component outage, followed by fault 

clearing. The fault may be any one of the following:   

I. Loss of one component without a fault.  

 

II. A permanent three-phase fault at any bus section, any one generator, transmission line 

or transformer cleared in normal fault clearing time.  

 

III. A permanent three-phase fault on a circuit breaker, cleared in normal fault clearing 

time.  

 

IV. Simultaneous phase to ground faults on different phases of each of two double circuits 

installed on a double circuit tower, cleared in normal fault clearing time. Some 

utilities consider this a multiple contingency case.  

 

V. A permanent three-phase to ground fault on any bus  section, any generator, 

transmission line or transformer with delayed fault clearing.  

 

 

  Contingency cases must have lines loaded within short-term emergency ratings and 

other equipment loaded with long term emergency ratings. Allowable system voltages are 

within a range of 0.95 p.u to 1.05 p.u. Sometimes, a contingency analysis is performed using 

the entire system. Then, the following types of cases are found in the results.   

I. Acceptable cases  - These are power flow cases, without any overloaded branches or 

under voltage or overvoltage buses.  



 

 
 

II. Cases with overloaded lines  - If there are overloaded lines or transformers, the line 

overloading can be brought to the normal ratings using transformer tap changing or 

other control actions. 

 

III. Cases with overvoltage or under voltage if there are overvoltage or under voltage 

buses, then the bus voltages can be brought to the normal values using transformer tap 

changing or other control actions.  

 

IV. Cases with overloads lines and voltage deviated buses - Actions required as above.  

 

V. Not converged cases - The power flow solution is not converged for the given 

contingency case.  

 

VI. Islanded cases -During islanded operation, the system parts into two or more sections 

and each section may tend to have overvoltage or under voltage problems depending 

on the amount of generation available in each section. 

To see the contingency analysis in the system, Line1 and Line2 was opened and following 

results were achieved: 

 

 

Figure4.4:Load flow summary for contingency case 



 

 
 

Since we know that contingency case in power system is always responsible to bring 

any instability within the system. From the results it case be examined that voltage level at 

bus 1 has reached at 1.76 p.u, which is not acceptable in real power system. In this case the 

circuit breaker will blow up for the protection of other components and busbar as well. To see 

the remote node operation following figure is drawn. 

 

 

 

                  Figure4.5: Remote node analysis in contingency case 

 

 

This is one the most severe case of contingency in this system because load flow is 

not converged and  stopped once it reached at its iteration maximum limit. In this case default 

iteration for ac load flow was selected for 20 times. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.2.2  Case-2:   IEEE-14 bus test system 

 

 

IEEE-14 bus system contains System contains System contains 5 

generators  at Bus1, Bus2,Bus3,Bus6 and Bus8, while Bus1 is the slack 

Bus of the system. Branch and Generator data for this case is given in the 

appendix. A block diagram of this case is shown below. 

 

                                       Figure4.6: IEEE-14 bus test case system 

 

 

 



 

 
 

In interPss the system model is shown below: 

 

 

       Figure4.7:IEEE-14 bus test case system in InterPss simulator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.2.2.A  Load Flow Using Remote Node 

  

 

The load flow result summary calculated by remote node is shown as following: 

 

 

Figure4.8:Load flow summary for IEEE-14 bus system by remote node 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

The behavior of remote node can be seen through following figure: 

 

 

Figure4.9:Remote node analysis for IEEE-14 bus system 

 

In this case the load flow was converged after 4
th

 iteration. From the summary it also 

can be seen that the system is stable and no violation was found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.2.2B  Contingency Analysis Using Remote Node 

 

To see the contingency analysis in the system, Line2 and Line5 was opened and 

following results were achieved: 

 

 

Figure4.10: Load flow summary for contingency case 

 

 

From the results it is seen that system observed violation at various buses due to bus 

voltage limit as well as line flow limit. System went through severe condition of high 

voltages as bus 2,3 and bus 8. While line flow violation is observed between bus1 and bus2. 



 

 
 

Such condition may really make the system to blow up and can bring it into a black out 

condition. So such kind of contingency can never be acceptable at any case so system 

protection devices must work for component safety. 

 

The remote node operations can be monitored through following figure: 

 

 

Figure4.11: Remote node analysis for IEEE-14 bus system in contingency case 

 

The load flow in this case was converged after 3
rd

 iteration 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

4.3 Summary 

 

 

From the results, it is seen that InterPss is capable of performing grid computing 

tasks. Two cases were taken for simulation purpose that includes IEEE-5 bus and IEEE-14 

bus test case studies. Ac loaf flow was performed for the both cases and results were 

achieved by remote node. Load flow was successfully converged in both cases. Security 

analysis was the main object of this project, so two contingency cases were adopted for both 

cases. Results from IEEE-14 case study showed very severe condition for the system. Bus 

voltage violation was observed for three buses that includes bus2, bus3 and bus8. Line flow 

violation also took place on line1 – 2. The results showed that such contingency condition 

can bring a system into very instability status. All the results were achieved by using remote 

node. Hence grid computing results were achieved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

                                                     CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 

 

                               CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

 

 

5.1  Introduction   

 

 

   This chapter explains the conclusion of project. For overall, this project has achieved 

the objectives but this chapter also highlights the future work applicable for this project.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

 
 

5.2  Conclusion  

 

   

  The project have been successfully done and the objective is achieved. Grid 

computing environment was successfully created by integrating InterPss, gridgain and Java. 

For parallel task distribution, a local area network was successfully build by connecting two 

laptops. Load flow analysis is most useful computational technique for power system state 

estimation. Simulation was done on IEEE-5 bus and IEEE-14 bus test case studies by using 

remote node. During simulation Ac load flow for both case studies were calculated. Later for 

security analysis, contingency case were examined for the both cases. The power system 

security analysis can evaluate the security of power system whether the system is secure or 

not. Results showed that contingency at line 2-6 for IEEE-14bus system brought most severe 

parameter values hence showing that system is at high risk in security point of view. Hence 

the derived simulation model is capable of working in grid computing environment mode for 

making the best use of available resources in the system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

5.3  Recommendation For Future Work  

 

 

 Grid computing is using and getting benefit from idle computer's lost power, make 

Grid distributed computing work much faster with high accuracy, lead to more progressive 

and increased development curve. From the basic understanding of power electrical grid that 

we can use any kind of generator that is connected  to the grid, means this generator is ready 

to feed the grid with the required or demanded power. Grid computing network is ready to 

support the computational grid with demanded computing power or storage facility. So for 

the simulation model is capable of doing many featured work but still more tasks can be 

included in future such as: 

 

 Development of Grid Computing Environment for Larger Area Networking using 

many computers 

 Task Distribution over various Grid Nodes 

 Monitoring and control for future Smart Grid 

 Cloud computing for power system simulation 
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